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IMAGINE BEING STRETCHED IN SO
MANY WAYS ... THE COMPLETED 5
STORIES HOT SELLING BOXSET
ABOUT HUGE WELL MEN Sansy is a
nerd by looks but a kinkster by desire, she
has hidden taboo fetishes about being
STRETCHED DEEP WIDE AND HARD
that must be quenched. But with her
boyfriend unable to stretch her she pounces
upon an opportunity of a lifetime while
shopping. The thing is, the opportunity
comes from her boyfriends Dad! Sansy
risks getting caught if she makes a noise.
She is forced to bear it all quietly. Can she
take him all in without a scream? Then it
gets worse! The big surprise is that not
only is he too big to fit in her tiny innocent
little desire but his hotwife wants to watch
him spill his hot liquid inside her! The wife
is tempted to join in the fun with a kinky
desire of her own. Can the young innocent
Sansy handle multiple partners? There is a
knock on the door and a fourth party joins.
What will Sansy do? Some of the fetishes
and events of this book are far too detailed
to be placed here, go ahead and CLICK the
look-inside to read a juicy detail excerpt
right away ... ENJOY! THIS VERY
STEAMY BUNDLE INCLUDES 1. TOO
BIG TOO THICK 1 2. TOO BIG TOO
THICK 2 3. TOO BIG TOO THICK 3 4.
TOO BIG TOO THICK 4 5. TOO BIG
TOO THICK 5
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